Beach Community Center
3351 NE 33rd Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308
(954) 828—4610

Jazz/Musical/Show Dance
Classes w/Tom
(Beginner/Intermediate)
Geared to all age groups. 20-30 minutes of warm up exercises,
stretching and bending, rotations and isolations, short movement sequences increasing our flexibility, spatial cognizance, memory retention and body tone, while providing an outlet for artistic expression.
AND it’s FUN!!! Give it a try!

When: Mondays
From 4:30pm—5:30pm
Fees: Resident—$70 (10-visit pass)
Non-Resident—$80 (10-visit pass)
Single class visit—$10
*Pass can be used for both Jazz and
Tap dance classes.
Call 954-828-4610 for more information

If you would like this publication in an alternative format or if you need reasonable accommodation to participate in these programs
please contact (954) 828-7275 or parksinfo@fortlauderdale.gov at least seven business days prior to the program.

Beach Community Center
3351 NE 33rd Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308
(954) 828—4610

Tap Dance w/ Tom
Beginners: Participant learns the basic of tap dance through simple
repetitions and movement sequences or short combinations using
taps, heels, toes, and gradually incorporating pivots, half-turns, flaps,
shuffles (and more!) into short choreographies geared towards the
individuals learning capacity, at the same time matching & increasing
their own potential growth through the group’s dynamics.
Intermediate: 10-20 minutes warmup, 40 minutes are then spent
learning various choreographies geared to the level of the participant, while graduating in an order to achieve a more expansive
knowledge of the art form.

When: Mondays (Inter.)
3:15pm-4:15pm
Wednesdays (Inter.) 3:15pm-4:15pm
Wednesdays (Begin.) 4:30pm-5:30pm
Fees: Resident—$70 (10-visit pass)
Non-Resident—$80 (10-visit pass)
Single class visit—$10
*Pass can be used for both Jazz and Tap
dance classes.
Call 954-828-4610 for more information

If you would like this publication in an alternative format or if you need reasonable accommodation to participate in these programs
please contact (954) 828-7275 or parksinfo@fortlauderdale.gov at least seven business days prior to the program.

